POESIA ULTIMA / ITALIAN POETRY NOW
THURSDAY MAY 28 - FRIDAY MAY 29

Featuring Italy’s foremost experimental and emerging writers—poets, but also critics and translators—this reading, symposium, and salon will bring a diverse array of new poetic voices to US readers to reveal points of confluence and conflict within Italian and global poetries. Hosted by the University of Chicago and ThinkArt Salon.

BILINGUAL POETRY READING
Thursday, May 28, 5:30pm
University of Chicago
Rosenwald 405

SYMPOSIUM ON CONTEMPORARY ITALIAN POETRY & TRANSLATION
Moderated by Jennifer Scappettone and Raffaello Palumbo
Friday, May 29, 1pm
University of Chicago
Classics 110

1:15-2:30 Roundtable on translation with Lisa Barca, Jacob Blakesley, Ryan Gogol, Eirik Steinhoff, and Joshua Adams

2:45-4 Roundtable on contemporary Italian poetry and poetics with Maria Attanasio, Milli Graffi, Marco Giovenale and Giovanna Frene

FOR EVENT DETAILS VISIT WWW.LITMUSPRESS.ORG

BILINGUAL POETRY READING & SALON
Moderated by Jennifer Scappettone (U. Chicago), Francesco Levato (Poetry Center), and Chris Glomski (UIC)
Friday, May 29, 7:30pm
ThinkArt Salon
1530 N. Paulina, Suite F
Wicker Park

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC